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Introduction

Who is building what is published to mark the end of a practice led
AHRC research fellowship at the School of Art and Design at the
University of Wolverhampton.
The publication includes an essay by myself, and documenta
tion of four projects by public works. Together they are part of an
ongoing attempt to understand and articulate the spatial produc
tion involved in relational art practice, and to reassess its relevance
towards the making and shaping of public space.
The text is written from a practitioner’s point of view and refers to
observations, ideas and claims in my own and others’ cross-disci
plinary practice within the extended field of public art, architecture
and planning. The case studies are examples from my collective
practice with public works, whose current artist members are Polly
Brannan and myself, and architects Andreas Lang and Torange
Khonsari. The close work with my architect trained colleagues al
lowed me to think, test and develop a collaborative practice, where
it is possible to question art practice within the context of architecture
and vice versa. The rural aspects of the subject have so far mainly
developed through discussions and projects with myvillages.org,
a joint artist initiative with Wapke Feenstra and Antje Schiffers.
I would like to thank Prof Matthew Cornford at the School of Art
and Design, University of Wolverhampton, who has crucially sup
ported the fellowship from its very start and has provided support
throughout. I would like to thank Dr Antonia Payne for helping with
the initial AHRC application, and Prof Tim Collins for supporting
the research through CADRE, the Centre for Art, Design, Research
and Experimentation at the School of Art and Design. Thank you
to Kate Pryor-Williams at Wolverhampton Art Gallery for providing
a public platform to present this book within the context of a live
mapping project at the gallery in May 2009.
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Thank you to Clare Cumberlidge from General Public Agency, for
her help in editing and structuring the essay, and her reassurance
for approaching the issue from the practicioner’s side. Thanks to
Emma Angus for proof reading it, and to Sara De Bondt for putting
it all in a printable shape.
My thinking works best through conversations and listening to
others, and I want to thank Celine Condorelli and Doina Petrescu
for sharing ideas and critique. Thank you to Jeanne van Heeswijk,
Kerstin Bergendal, Nils Norman, Christoph Schäfer, Adam Suther
land and Alistair Hudson for generously and reflectively giving
information for my wider case study research. I also would like to
thank IXIA publications, The Bag Factory and Triangle Arts Trust,
Grizedale Arts, and Andrea Schlieker from the Folkestone Triennial
for offering us opportunities to test and practice our ideas about
spatial production.
Kathrin Böhm
April 2009

Who is building what
Relational art practice
and spatial production
Kathrin Böhm
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Introduction

I am going to enter this essay through a space, and exit it through
one. Both have been constructed alongside and through cultural
projects. They’re not immediately recognisable as spaces, and
their spatiality spreads across time, locations and the narratives of
many contributors and users.
As someone who has been involved in their production, I can
describe the parts of the space I know. As an artist who works in a
collaborative practice with architects 1 and within the public realm,
I want to describe them as spatial constructs, and in their capacity
to inform and influence the making and shaping of public space.
It’s August. An education space facing the park with its large
French doors, turning its back to the gallery. Hours of sitting
in the sun. The formal meeting room of the Royal Parks
office, co-used by the director’s cute dog, and accessible
only after numerous phone calls. Twenty meters from there
the windowless office of the head gardener, accessible after
a knock on the door. Another door opens to a slightly worn
out canteen and rest rooms for the gardeners. A seemingly
locked gate near the coffee hut next to the Victoria and
Albert memorial gives access to a path that leads to another
of the gardener’s buildings, much smaller and much more
like holiday. A third one requires persuading the guards at
Kensington Palace. A tractor takes us to the giant heap of
leaves in the middle of the park. It’s fuming and composting,
and smells so different to the London around it. Slightly tense
meetings in a small room packed with books on the first floor
of the Serpentine Gallery. Random conversations with dog
walkers. The water-features are all visited and become a
frequent subject of workshop conversations. The cardboard
recycling point behind the café delivers material. Hours are
spent looking for squirrels along the flower-walk and for
magpies near the orangerie. We use spaces on almost every
floor of the Royal College of Art. The dining room in a private
house just off Notting Hill Gate. The kitchen for the gallery
staff. Finally access to the Imperial College, through the head
gardener who plays in a band with a geo-scientist, who we
meet in his office at the end of a long corridor on the third
floor. The education space is used many times in between.
1

To credit the collaborative nature
of my practice with public works,
I will refer to it as “our” practice
throughout the text.
Kathrin Böhm
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Arranged meetings at the Goethe Institute restaurant,
encounters somewhere in the park. Conversations about
places. Tours through spaces. We’ve met around 100 people,
and are working with around 40.
It’s August again. A summery Thursday evening on the
front lawn of the Serpentine Gallery and there is a bar with
drinks. Photos of the evening capture a large number of
people walking and standing around, some of them gathering
around a table like display.

Who is building what

It is the public launch of Park Products 2 , a participatory and sitespecific arts project commissioned by the Serpentine Gallery
for Kensington Gardens in London. The project presents a new
informal social space for the park, taking on a different form of a
gallery extension or garden pavilion. It is not immediately obvious
as a spatial proposal, and the space involved and produced
remains largely invisible for those who look at it.
Current art practice which works with and within the parameters
and dynamics of a site, is involved in generating and producing
space, however conscious or explicit in its intention, and however
social or physical in its manifestations.
The question of Who is building what? becomes critical when
we assess these practices and their spatial capacities in regards
to current forms of conventional spatial production and the reality
of public realm design schemes. I am specifically talking about
schemes where artists and cultural practitioners are invited to
contribute directly to a design task (such as a public square, a
community building or hall, a park or playground, or other public
buildings such as galleries, educational institutions etc.), or
where artists become part of a wider cultural planning policy or
cultural regeneration programme (such as regional development
plans or local regeneration schemes). The involvement of the
artist can range from being an independent initiator of a project
or programme, to being part of an accompanying but detached
cultural programme or being directly involved with the decision
making structure.

2

see page 44.
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This text is informed both by the possibilities and limitations
I experience through the cross-disciplinary nature of my own
practice as public works (between artists and architects), and
the multi-disciplinary nature of the context we work within, such
as public art programmes, design schemes and regeneration
strategies mentioned earlier. public works has been involved in
Kathrin Böhm
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numerous participatory public realm projects which address the
current use and possible development of particular public spaces,
both involving physical and programmatic strategies. Within the
practice itself, it is easily possible to transfer knowledge across
professional-specific interests and to alter assumed capacities
within the group. This informal adaptation of knowledge and skills
is currently far less possible within larger design and planning
settings, where possibilities are much more defined by formalities,
procedures and preconceptions.
Current collaborative design and planning projects are most
frequently represented through the artist and architect constella
tion. I want to open the field of practices addressed in this text to a
broader range of professionals and specialists, who are involved in
planning and shaping public space either in an official professional
capacity (such as planners, engineers, landscape designers, archi
tects, community development officers, etc.) or in a more informal
interest-led capacity (local residents, users of public space, activ
ists, etc.).
The cultural practices of interest for this text act within the reality
and dynamics of particular public spheres, where a collective
cultural production informs and shapes the outcomes and is
integral to the identity of a project. Projects consider the conditions
and realities of the site/multiple sites, which can include social,
economical, historical, political, physical, emotional and cultural
aspects on individual and/or public scales, and to different
informal and formal degrees. The site is defined by the extend of
all relationships involved and it can vary in scale. The projects
can only exist through the involvement of people other than the
artist(s). The level of engagement can vary within the practice and
each project, and different levels of engagement can be chosen by
different participating individuals and audiences. Engagement can
be a simple act of one-off consumption, temporary participation,
longer-term collaboration and lasting shared authorship.
The understanding of the audience as co-producer is clearly
informed by Lefebvre’s suggestion that consumption is always
active, and appropriative participation can take place beyond
concepts of obvious collaboration.
I will further refer to this practice as relational art practice,
a term initially introduced by Nicolas Bourriaud in the mid 1990s
to describe a certain group of artists and practice phenomena
of the time. The term has since been taken on by a much wider
debate and group of practitioners who appropriated it in order to
describe a broad field of practice which is generally and genuinely
12
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inter-relational, and acts within the physical and social specificities
of a situation. The term relational art captures in two words the
integral nature of the practice and its ambiguous formal nature,
which derives through social interactions. Relational art combines
the site-specific with the socially engaged, and the ambiguity of
the term supports the ambiguous nature of the spatial production
of interest to this essay. This is not to divert from the social as
political, but to point to the spatial as political.
When I refer to spatial production I mean the extended set of
spatial realities, conditions and conceptualisations that are actively
addressed, used and implemented through a cultural project. This
clearly spreads out from the immediate physical reality of objects
or structures used in the project (a stage, a set of tables and
chairs, a mobile kitchen etc.) and includes the social processes
which evolve through the use of spatial settings that exist already
(meeting rooms, offices, playgrounds, hanging out spots) and
such which are introduced through the project (public events,
workshops, open meetings, communication structures, etc.).
The qualities of the spatial production can include temporary
and permanent aspects, physical and non-physical forms, sponta
neous appropriations and strategic alterations, individual and col
lective attempts, conflicting and consensual situations, emotional
and factual memories, etc.
The spatial production can’t be understood as one linear
process, but as a conglomeration of socio-spatial aspects which
over time generate the particular spatial quality of the project,
including different levels of randomness and intentionality. The
space is produced collectively but not necessarily communally, and
includes different notions of authorship and ownership. An overall
space that results from such multiple spatial production does
exist, but remains difficult to grasp and to recognise as one spatial
construction or even building. The space doesn’t reveal itself
through a single medium or form of representation, and this text is
an attempt to clarify this space without tidying it up.
In the current situation where public art and relational
practices are frequently commissioned and active within situations
of public planning and design, it seems crucial to pay attention to
the spatial constructs generated by and through those practices.
To explore the spaces generated through relational projects as
possible architectural precedents and new spatial typologies could
inform our answer to who is building what.

Kathrin Böhm
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In order to discuss the spatial production of relational practice
and its recognition within a wider context, I suggest two steps of
recognition.
The first step addresses a better understanding and subsequent
recognition of the spatial production that is going on in relational
practice, both within concrete examples and across the field of
practice.
This is not an avantgardist’s approach to discover a new
space for art, or a romantic’s longing for rediscovering forgotten
space — it is instead a manifesto to pay attention to spaces we
constantly use and produce through cultural practice, and to credit
their existence. It is a call to take the production of space within
cultural projects seriously, and to acknowledge their producers and
different spatial outcomes in order to review the forces that shape
the public realm.
The focus of this essay is the spatial or the architectural
within the social or the contextual, and the intention is to raise
our awareness of those spatial realities and constructs, to assess
and describe them more carefully — both in language and in visual
representation — and to acknowledge them as spatial constructs in
their own right. This first step of recognition will later be addressed
by looking into current spatial readings and articulations of
relational practice, including language and image based forms of
representation.
The second step argues for the recognition of such spatial
production within the context of urban planning and public space
design, which traditionally focuses and relies on physical and
built forms of spatial production. This step of recognition aims to
establish a non-hierarchical setting between different forms of
spatial production and producers. It is the recognition of existing
spatial realities generated through art practices, which are not to
be applied, but to be assessed in regards to the development of
new spatial and architectural typologies for public spaces.
To claim and stress art’s space making capacity also means
to review and question the hierarchy between art and other spatial
practices when it comes to talking, thinking and making space. A
concept of recognition is the fundamental condition for a crossdisciplinary approach in this field, and distinguishes itself from a
concept of application, which relies on a primary medium (such as
the built form) to which the other contributors apply their elements
(such as the traditional relief or more fluid forms of community
engagement).
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I want to first look at some of the reasons which led to a under- or
non-consideration of the spatial within current relational practice
and discourse. In order to recognise the spatial within the extended
field of relational practice and public space design, we need
to consider and test appropriate and efficient forms of spatial
representation. I am briefly going to explore approaches towards a
language and image based spatial terminology.
I will then speculate and suggest how the recognition of the
spatial capacity within relational practice could and should inform
the way we think and practice collaborations between artists
and other professions which are associated with public realm
development. This follows a brief analysis of current collaborations
and case studies within the field.

Kathrin Böhm
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A lack of reading the spatial

An obvious reason for the low recognition of spatial qualities
and constructions within and through relational art practices
is a general lack of attempts and tools to read and represent
them as such.
Many aspects from the field of contextual or socially engaged
art practice have been increasingly acknowledged over the last
decades, not only by writers and critics, but also by practitioners,
teachers and public and private commissioning bodies. I am
arguing that one aspect that remains widely overlooked concerns
the spatial aspects of these practices. The terminology within the
field is far less developed when it comes to the complexity and
specificity of the spaces involved in such projects. Suzanne Lacy
remarked recently on “the fluid terminology surrounding this (New
Genre Public Art) works tracks an evolution in the nuances of both
practice and discourse”. 1
This fluid terminology doesn’t yet apply to the language and
awareness of the spatial nuances involved in the practice.
Recent framings of contextual and socially engaged practice
lack an explicit acknowledgement of the spatial elements, realities
and concepts involved. 2 References to space address either
general conditions of the field of profession, such as shifts in
terminology (e.g. from site- to context-specific), wider geographical
or geo-political conditions (e.g. from local artist to global nomad)
or singular moments within case-studies (by naming a venue or
neighbourhood). The general lack of describing the overall spatial
aspects of individual projects contributes to the way we think of
them predominantly as social or political.

1

Lacy, S., (2008), Time in Place, in
Cartier, C., and Willis, S., Ed., The
Practice of Public Art; New York, US:
Routledge, p.19.
An equally under-represented aspect
might be the economic reality of
relational projects, which isn’t just

2
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a matter of financial funding, but
touches on and implements strategies
that deal with issues of informal and
alternative economies, use of local
resources, concepts of in-kind support
and generosity, etc.

I am going to look at some prominent and widely discussed con
cepts and literature such as New Genre Public Art, One Place After
Another, Relational Aesthetics and Conversation Pieces, where the
authors do explain the different forms of engagement and relation
ship between artists and spaces and their users, but interpret them
mainly within art-specific cultural and philosophical frameworks,
rather than spatial and architectural ones.
I am revisiting the texts in the order of arguments which site
(Kwon), map (Lacy), reject (Kester) and rephrase (Bourriaud)
space as a physical, political or practice inherent concern.
Miwon Kwon’s genealogy of site-specific art in her book One
Place After Another addresses the spatial very much as the physi
cal site where the art work or project is either on display or being
produced. She describes an evolution in public art from “site-spe
cific art” which embraces the site as a welcomed physical exten
sion of the indoor gallery space, to a conceptual and physical
disengagement with the site coinciding with a raise of “art in the
public interest”.
She explains the decreasing importance of spatial aspects,
which starts with a general political and cultural attempt during
the 70s to integrate public art more within other disciplines than
public space design and architecture, and to distinguish itself and
its wider social and political ambitions from the “site-specific art”
which by then had converted the plaza and civic square form an
extended exhibition space to an extended market place for art.
This critical distancing led to a shift in practice from what she
calls “art for public spaces” or “art as public space”. The continu
ously increasing engagement with the users and politics of the site
over the decades meant that social relations ultimately became
more important than spatial and formal ones, and the word site got
frequently replaced by the word community.
“The invocation of the community-specific and the audiencespecific, in which the site is displaced by a group of people as
sumed to share some sense of common/communal identity (…),
can be described as an extension of the discursive virtualisation of
the site, (…)”. 3
Since Kwon takes the site as an existing condition or reality,
she describes art in its physical relation to it. Her conceptualisa
tion of site follows conventions of thinking space as a physical and
static entity, and frames the spatial aspects of the selected prac
3

Kwon, M., (2002), One Place After
Another; Cambrige, Massacusetts:
The MIT Press, p.112.
Kathrin Böhm
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tices within the limitation of this concept. When the site as such
gets abandoned in her descriptions, the formerly physical spatial
production of art (as in a sculpture or a public bench) doesn’t get
replaced by a different concept of spatial production, but is shifted
into the social as something entirely different.
Mapping the Terrain 4 as a title suggests a broader and more
fluid spatial approach, but generally describes like One Place After
Another an evolving and expanding field of practice. The contribu
tions in the book either refer to the spatial terrain of the practice
in general (as in off-site, local, real, within everyday life) or the
general typology of the spaces used in the case studies (a car
park, a community hall, a street corner). The “mapping” describes
links across professional and social borders, such as between
artists and architects, between artists and communities, artists
and educational professionals, teenagers and police, but without
actually locating them in a geographical or hierarchical context.
Complex spatial aspects of the projects, such as issues of owner
ship, conflicts between spatial, racial, administrative territories, the
relevance of private/public/communal spaces, the appropriation or
transformation of the spaces, etc. are part of the political or formal
concern but remain to a large degree intangible in regards to their
actual and local presence and relevance.
Kester rejects the situating of his argument within sensory or formal
concerns, and is clear about his intention that the book Conversation
Pieces concentrates on the dialogical aspects of art, probably to the
costs of other factors. As a reason for not focusing on the sensory, he
argues that it is exactly those aspects which expose the practices in
question to conventional forms of art criticism, and makes dialogical
art practice vulnerable instead of allowing a constructive reflection.
Even though he talks about artists as “context providers” rather than
“content providers” (quoting the artist Peter Dunn), the “provided
context” lacks specific description and detail. Context is mainly re
ferred to as a tradition of philosophies and methodologies relevant to
dialogical practice.
Like other authors in the field, he uses case studies that took
place at a specific time within a specific spatial setting and specific
spatial conditions and intentions, to develop and illustrate his ideas,
but describes them more in terms of their social methodologies and
political strategies. Spatial terms in use explain either briefly where

projects took place or associate them with interesting spatial meta
phors which aren’t developed further. 5
The general and multi-faceted decision by critics and practitioners
to disengage with “site”, and to instead engage with “community”
led to a practical and discursive polarisation between formal and
social concerns, or aesthetical and ethical ones. Practice and
projects started to be interpreted as being concerned with either
or, and the association of an art project with “community” excluded
associations with “aesthetics” and vice versa.
This is probably one of the reasons why Nicolas Bourriaud’s
book Relational Aesthetics was so widely and intensely received,
and got interpreted and extended beyond the actual content
and intention of the publication itself. Following observations
that Bourriaud gains from looking at practices at the time
(mid 90is), such as Angela Bulloch’s, Rirkrit Tiravanija’s and
Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster’s, he suggests the two concepts as
complementary and interrelated. In Relational Aesthetics he takes
current practice in order to decode and interpret it from within
the concerns set by the artists, and not by art history. It becomes
apparent to him that artists blend and integrate both the relational
and the aesthetical aspects in their work, which requests a new
interpretation of either aspect. By describing form as a result of
lasting encounters, he offers a clear definition of the relationship
between the formal and the social, which suggests form as an
outcome of social and formal relationships. He describes art
through its inter-subjectivity, where the “encounter” becomes the
central and forming force.
However Bourriaud goes into little detail when it comes to a
more facetted description of how the form evolves from encounters
and what its nature might be. When he uses case studies such as
Rirkrit Tirivanija’s food settings, he describes the location of the
event (e.g. an art space) and the nature of the audience (again,
mainly art interested), but doesn’t extend on the formative or
transformative reality of the setting. It would be interesting to see
how the interactions shape form beyond the one-off social event
described in the book, and how physical settings evolve as a social
and physical space through use and appropriation and over time.
The scale of space he refers to mainly concentrates on room size
installations, and literally doesn’t leave the immediate space, to
5

Lacy, S., Ed., (1995) Mapping the
Terrain — New Genre Public Art; Seattle,
Washington, Bay Press

4
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Such as Wochenklausur’s Zürich
project, as “floating dialogues” in
Kester, G.H., (2004), Conversation
Pieces; Berkeley and Los Angeles, US:
University of California Press, p.2.
Kathrin Böhm
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explore the extended field of forms and formations beyond the
walls of the gallery.
It would be fascinating to see the writings referred to above
mapped out, with descriptions of the spatial conditions that
facilitated the production of the books, and specifications of the
spatial aspects that are relevant for the selected case studies
in each book. The places involved would span from a desk in
someone’s home office, to rooms in community halls, street
corners, university coffee machines, parking lots, lecture halls,
kitchen tables, board rooms etc. The situations or activities at
those places would include an equally wide range, from lonely
writing sessions, to random encounters, informal meetings, formal
conferences, community workshops, political residents’ meetings,
etc. Spatial concepts and strategies would vary from political
street demonstrations to publisher’s marketing and distribution
techniques, etc. A mapped out spatial description would illustrate
the diverse and dispersed cross-nature of both practice and
debate, including the cross-cultural, cross-spatial and crosshierarchical aspects of the wider practice.
The lack of attention to and articulation of the spatial exists
equally within practice and its representations by practitioners.
Their presentation and representation of practice and concrete
case studies often fails to specifically address and articulate the
spatial conditions and realities involved. Spatial aspects of projects
often only become visible in fragments, through photo and video
documentation or verbal locating. When we think of influential
projects that have helped to establish and develop contextual
and socially engaged practice, it would also be interesting to see
them in their spatial complexity. By spatial reality I do not mean a
listing of the locations involved, but attempts to trace and capture
the different spaces, activities related or stimulated by certain
places, different collective and individual spatial concepts involved,
spatial narratives and memories, access to space, spaces in
transformation, etc.
An extended mapping of the Culture in Action project
in Chicago in 1993 would probably illustrate an enormous
richness of networks and relationships behind the production
of the individual projects. It might show important crossings and
crossing points between physical and political territories. It could
capture the local and the trans-local networks that have been
involved which would demonstrate the very local and international
relevance of the project.
20
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A spatial representation of projects by the UK based Artist
Placement Group in the 1970s might explain routes into institutions
and across hierarchies, map out the variety of production spaces
involved — from boardroom to factory floor, show the growing
international network of the initiative and geographical shifts of the
practice following changes in general political conditions, etc.
Also practices which are regularly referred to in the debate
and literature mentioned earlier would be interesting to see as
spatial constructs. Where exactly do Rirkrit Tirivanija installations
and invitations take place? How are they networked within an
international art market and local conditions? Do the spaces
transform in appearance or function through their use and what
happens to them — both physically and socially — once they’ve
reached the end of the exhibition? The group Wochenklausur limits
the duration and territory of each project in order to set themselves
a feasible practical task to resolve a local issue or conflict, such
as the need for medial services for homeless people in Vienna.
Their actions span across a set of social, political and physical
territories, and a spatial tracing would not only locate their actions
but also the complex relationships that cause and resolve the
issues.
Our own practice is not excluded from non-existing or incomplete
attempts to describe and represent the wider spatial reality of
projects. Therefore the reading and analysis of the literature and
practice examples above represents an extended speculation from
our point of view, on how to develop spatial considerations further,
and is not a critique of the principles of the practice by others.
I am going to go back to the spatial scenario described at
the start of this text, Park Products, which was commissioned as
an arts project, but understood by us as a project with strong
spatial and architectural components. I am using it as an example
because of the various levels of spatial recognition, and lack of
spatial recognition, that accompanied the production and recep
tion of the project.
Park Products took place over 18 months in and around
London’s Kensington Gardens and involved 40 individuals (who
use or work in the park) in the development and production of 11
new objects from locally available resources (material, social and
historical). The new products were later traded with the general
public of the park, using a mobile market stall and non-monetary
based forms of exchange. Our intention was to allow for a new
informal public space to develop through mechanisms of local
production, informal trade, and small-scale mobility.
Kathrin Böhm
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It was classified by the gallery as a “Special Project” and was
situated within the physical and curatorial context of the organisa
tion, running parallel to the ongoing exhibition programme, educa
tional programmes and the summer pavilion scheme.
The difficulty for others to recognise the overall project as
a spatial proposal and reality are two-fold. The dispersed nature
of the space we talk about, which makes use of existing physical
spaces rather than constructing a visibly new and different one;
and the preconception of this kind of practice to be predominantly
concerned with social and cultural issues, rather then spatial and
architectural ones.
The immediate spatial recognition that took place during the
project was for individuals who got involved and who experienced
the project through being at a particular place at a particular
time. What makes some of the experience distinctive is the fact
that almost all scenarios were a mix of known everyday spatial
experiences (such as walking through the park, having lunch in a
canteen, doing a workshop at the education space) with an activity
that was either unfamiliar or unexpected (such as visiting the 7th
floor of the Royal College for the first time, having to convince
squirrels to jump through a hoop, developing design ideas during
lunch breaks). The social nature of the project was collective or
public, which as a spatial aspect was easily recognisable, due to
the settings of all interactions, both during the production phase
(e.g. cross-disciplinary group workshops) and the trading period
(e.g. mobile market stall with multiple access points).
The readings of the project through others who were not
directly involved (debriefings, critical cultural reception and
reviews) focused on issues that are more apparent within the
current debate accompanying relational practice, and shifted the
project from its actual spatiality within the park into a distanced
discursive space. This meant a focus on issues of participation and
authorship (instead of local networks and localised resources), the
relation to the site (instead of the spatial proposal towards the site)
and the project’s contribution to an arts discourse (instead of an
architectural one).
In order to clarify and test our own idea of Park Products being
a spatial construct and proposition, we retrospectively mapped
the spatial elements and aspects that we regarded relevant and
instrumental to the project. This led to a series of maps titled If you
can’t find it, give us a ring. 6

6

The mapping is based on image and text collages, which
capture the narratives and geographical location of the spaces
used and referred to throughout the project. The maps capture
different physical spaces such as the gardener’s canteen or the
flower-walk, and their temporary appropriation as a design studio
or squirrel fun park. It included mental and psychological spaces,
such as the gallery assistants’ brain space and the spaces of
conflict. It captured narratives related to specific spaces, and
spaces of production and trade. Other maps illustrate the project
as a physical extension to the gallery and its territories of cultural
production, and suggests that Park Products was the 2004 summer
pavilion.
If you can’t find it, give us a ring is a reoccurring quote from
throughout the project, when we or others tried to communicate
where to meet by describing routes through the park to places
which didn’t have a name or address as such. If you can’t find it,
give us a ring was also meant as an invitation to keep asking us as
a practice about the spaces we mean, but which might not be seen.

See page 44
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Describing whilst pointing
Attempts towards a shared spatial terminology

beyond site into places
“At some moment in the late
seventies, we crossed an
important threshold: we moved
beyond sites and into places.
(…) Over the past decade,
though, artists have begun to
acknowledge that it feels very
different to be in a place than
to be in a site. This sense of
human particularity of places
— as distinct from the artlike specificity of sites — has
informed and even become
the contents of the best
“public” art.”
Kelley, J., (1995), Common Work,
in Lacy, S., Ed., Mapping the Terrain
— New Genre Public Art; Seattle,
Washington: Bay Press, p.141.

“It could be productive to think about space differently.”
Massey, D., (2005), for space; London, UK: SAGE Publications, introduction.

The way we describe space influences the way we understand
the world and the way we behave within it. It also influences the
way we develop and practice a sense of place and the approaches
we choose to shape our environment. To consider the spatial
within relational practices doesn’t require a reinterpretation
of the practice, but an extended interpretation, which includes
differentiated readings and conceptualisations of their inherent
spatial aspects. One cause for the current lack of spatial
considerations is a limited availability of shared forms and tools
of image or language based representation. The following
chapter drafts ideas of how to verbalise or visualise the space
this essay is exploring.
I am starting with a list of terms that are in use already.
They are taken from quotes in literature and refer to spatial
aspects within the general practice or specific case studies.
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non-traditional sites
“The “City Sites: Artists and
Urban Strategies” project
from 1989, where a series of
lectures were delivered at nontraditional sites in Oakland,
where the artists involved
spoke from locations directly
linked to the community
they were working with, e.g.
a homeless shelter, Spanish
language community library,
church, maintenance garage
for city workers, a convalescent
home, elementary schools and
nightclubs.”
Lacy, S., Ed., (1995), Mapping the
Terrain — New Genre Public Art;
Seattle, Washington: Bay Press, p.11.

floating dialogues
Grant Kester describes the
meetings set up on a lake
cruiser by Wochenklausur
during their project in Zürich in
1994 as floating dialogues.
Or the rooftop dialogues that
took pace during The Roof is
on Fire, a performance based
public event organized by
Suzanne Lacy, Annice Jacoby
and Chris Johnson.
Kester, G.H., (2004), Conversation
Pieces; Berkeley and Los Angeles,
US: University of California Press,
p.2.

open space
Kester refers to Wochen
klausur’s boat as an open
space where individuals can
break free preexisting roles
and obligations.”
Kester, G.H., (2004), Conversation
Pieces; Berkeley and Los Angeles,
US: University of California Press,
p.6.

places as memory
“Places are held in sites by
personal and common values,
and by the maintenance of
those values over time, as
memory.” “But if places are
held inside us, they are not
solipsistic, since they can be
held in common.”
Kelley, J., (1995), COMMON WORK,
in Lacy, S., Ed., Mapping the Terrain
— New Genre Public Art, Seattle;
Washington: Bay Press, p.142.
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arena of exchange
“And this arena of exchange,
must be judged on the basis
of aesthetic criteria, in other
words, by analyzing the
coherence of its form (…)”
Bourriaud, N., (2002), Relational
Aesthetics; Dijon, France:
Les presses du réel, p.18.

connections
“Artistic activity, for its part,
strives to achieve modest
connections, open up (…)
obstructed passages, and
connect levels of reality kept
apart from another.”
Bourriaud, N., (2002), Relational
Aesthetics; Dijon, France:
Les presses du réel, In his intro, p.8.

appropriation of the real
environment
“The notion of appropriation,
as explained by Allan Kaprov,
who says that artists started
to appropriate the real
environment and not the studio,
the same way they started to
appropriate garbage and not
fine paints.”
Lacy, S., Ed., (1995), Mapping the
Terrain — New Genre Public Art;
Seattle, Washington: Bay Press, p.25.

formations
“Unlike an object that is
closed in on itself by the
intervention of a style and
a signature, present-day art
shows that form only exists
in the encounter and in the
dynamic relationship enjoyed
by an artistic proposition with
other formations, artistic or
otherwise.”
Bourriaud, N., (2002), Relational
Aesthetics; Dijon, France:
Les presses du réel, p.21.

dissident space
“Art and culture are frequently
used as ‘actuating potential’ in
connection with urban planning
and marketing: First they are
deployed as so called ‘soft’
arguments and image inhancers
to render urban public space
attractive (…). Second, cultural
and artistic practices are
utilised to encourage people to
make use of existing spaces, to
self appropriate the city. It may
be decidedly affirmative and
an accomplice of a capitalist
logic of exploiting upgrading
strategies. At the same time,
art is capable of promoting
alternative identification and
creating (dissident) spaces
in which different types of
thought and action can be
discussed, developed, tested
and negotiated.”
Barbara Steiner, lecture during
the Under Construction series by
the Euorpean Kunstalle project in
Cologne, March 2007,
see also www.eukunsthalle.com.
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space time constructs
“They (relational approaches)
are aimed at the formal spacetime constructs that do not
represent alienation, which do
not extend the division of labour
into forms. The exhibition is an
interstice, defined in relation
to the alienation reigning
everywhere else.”
Bourriaud, N., (2002), Relational
Aesthetics; Dijon, France:
Les presses du réel, p.82.

locus
“I develop a new aesthetics
and theoretical paradigm of the
work of art as a process — a
locus of discursive exchange
and negotiation.”
Kester, G.H., (2004), Conversation
Pieces; Berkeley and Los Angeles,
US: University of California Press,
p.12.

space for more than one thing
at a time
“Buildings are considered to be
the target, wherever you are on
the trajectory that begins with
a kitchen extension and ends
with a museum. (…) After about
four or five years of practice
we realized that the work was
not defined by its medium. The
common intent of all the work
is to “make space for more than
one thing at a time.”

spatial properties
“Research into ground
conditions and site preparation
in urban strategies can take on
spatial properties of their own
and thus suggest templates for
the built. By ‘”research” I mean
the site investigations that can
expose the ground conditions of
the site (…).”
Shonfield, K., (2001), The Lived and
the Built; in Ainley, R., Ed., This Is What
We Do: A Muf Manual; London (UK):
Ellipsis, p.9.

art as public space
“Art as public space”, as one
type of site-specific art since
the 1960s.
Kwon, M., (2002), One Place After
Another; Cambrige, Massacusetts:
The MIT Press, p.60.

parallel spaces
Rirkrit Tirivanija refers to
his installations as “parallel
spaces” often consisting of
cafes, kitchens, dining rooms
outside of their immediate
context, but in a gallery, his
flat etc.

Shonfield, K., (2001), The Lived and
the Built; in Ainley, R., Ed., This Is What
We Do: A Muf Manual; London (UK):
Ellipsis. p.12–13.
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modest Space
Saskia Sassen sees a clear
potential in art’s ability to
create specific and localised
experience of urban spaces on
a human scale, which allows
for direct cultural contribution
without having to utilise culture.
She calls the spaces created
through an art experience
‘modest spaces’ which are
generated through practice
and everyday experience of
the users of urban space. Most
urban planning tools consider
programme/activity as the filler
of spatial volumes in the city,
but hardly ever as the generator
of spatial realities.
Sassen, S., (2006), Uneven
Development and Urban Interventions
Conference; organised by
Citymine(d), Bruxelles, Public
Interventions in Today’s Massive
Cities, paper.

sociability
“Art is the place that produces
a specific sociability”.
Bourriaud, N., (2002), Relational
Aesthetics; Dijon, France:
Les presses du réel, p.16.
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All terms describe a complex and often relational spatiality, which
doesn’t seem to be captured (yet) by singular words that represent
more conventional forms and typologies of spatial production, such
as room, a building, a square, a porch, etc.
When I recall some of the spaces that have become important
in our projects, I always remember them as spaces with a strong
narrative; often spaces that have been described to me from the
user’s point of view. An example would be the meeting with garden
ers during the Park Products project in Kensington Gardens. The
meeting took place in a hut that the gardeners use for their breaks.
“When you pass the Victoria and Albert monument, there is a small
coffee stall, and right next to it is a gate which looks locked, but
it is open. Go through the gate, follow the path, and you get to a
hut. You’ll see us sitting inside.” To simply describe this space as a
garden shed wouldn’t do it justice. The more technical description
might be: a semi-prefabricated timber-frame building, equipped
with storage, toilet and kitchen facilities, sited in a fenced area with
controlled access within the park. From my point of view of visiting
and using it, it is a room for lunch-breaks, which temporarily would
turn into a workshop and design studio. If I had to describe the
place in three words it would be “a remote dining-room workshop”.
Remote, because it felt far away form the public site of the park
and the institutions we were involved with. Dining room, because
it had a very cosy private and residential feeling and was used by
the same small group of gardeners on a day-to-day basis. Studio,
because it was the place we went to have intense design sessions.
The spatial reality of relational art projects seems best represented
through an extended terminology, which combines static terms with
other attributes, in order to tie multiple aspects together. “Extension”
is an architectural term and typology. To use it to describe not only a
physical but also a programmatic and conceptual extension, seems
to capture what many relational practices do. They extend forms of
cultural and spatial production and at the same time make space
for those extensions to take place. The spatial reality of contextual
and socially engaged practices can’t be described as simply “offsite” or “on-site”, they require a more detailed description of the
space and spatial aspects that are involved in their production and
are generated through the production of the project itself. We should
also keep in mind that we talk about a practice that involves multi
ple authors, producers, and contributors who will all experience and
interpret the space differently. So not only do the spatial constructs
in question demand a language that can represent various spatial
aspects, but also include subjective experiences and interpretations.
Kathrin Böhm
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In her attempt to develop a spatial understanding which is closer
to our lived everyday life and emancipates us from thinking
and describing space in rigid and static terms, Doreen Massey
lays out a number of conditions. The first one is the need to
recognise space as a product of interrelations, constituted through
interactions on various scales. Equally important is it to be able to
understand space as the sphere of possibility. Space constitutes
itself through the existence of multiplicity, which causes a sphere
of coexisting heterogeneity. Her third suggestion is to read space
as always under construction, which turns any space into a
simultaneity of stories-so-far. 1
Her description of space is fundamentally different from the
current conventions of describing space as a built product,
which relies heavily on the description of formal physicalities,
and offers little language to read activity and form as interrelated.
Massey’s concept of a close space-time relationship, which
can host the multitude of simultaneous aspects, is close to what
I know and experience as the spatiality of the practices
addressed in this essay.
Jane Jacobs is also a vehement advocate when it comes to
looking closely and describing carefully what we actually
experience as the space we live in. In her introduction to The
Death and Life of Great American Cities she writes “the scenes
that illustrate this book are all about us. For illustrations, please
look closely at real cities. While you’re looking you might as well
also listen, linger and think about what you see.” As an example
for this recognition of our everyday space she describes her
neighbourhood from her point of view as a residents, from within.
She then argues why this point of view, or the knowledge and
recognition that derives from it, should and must inform formal
planning and decisions about our public realm. Her critique
of detached and bottom-down planning is fundamental, and
questions the sets of knowledge and spatial concepts that inform
its decision making. “So, in this book we shall start, if only in a
small way, adventuring in the real world ourselves. The way to get
at what goes on (…) is to look closely, and with as little previous
expectation as it is possible, at the most ordinary scenes and
events, and attempt to see what they mean.” 2
Massey, D., (2005), for space; London,
UK: SAGE Publications, p.9.

1
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2

Jacob, J., (1992), The Death and Life of
Great American Cities;
New York, US: Vintage Books,
a division of Random House.

The request to pay close attention to what actually happens
in the places we use, and to describe the experience carefully, is
not simply a different methodology of surveying. It is a necessity
in order to credit the importance and influence of the time-space
constructs we are part of.
To bring this argument back to the spatial production involved
in relational practice, it would mean an equally careful description
of the spaces we experience, see, use and remember. This atten
tion to a range of very different spatial elements could slowly equip
us with what Lefebvre calls an “incorporated ability to accentuate
difference”, in order to develop a “new space” which goes beyond
the abstract space of modernism and capital. 3
A new spatial terminology — not only within the field of relational
art practice — would need to facilitate the articulation of those dif
ferences. The challenge is the description of the simultaneous coexistence of difference within such spaces in the making. It seems
that any new terminology has to be able to capture this multiplicity,
which doesn’t offer a single view or picture anymore, but captures
the appropriative and transformative dynamics in relation to space.
I am going to introduce two case studies from our practice, where
mapping and spatial representation are integral parts of the
operative and speculative nature of the projects. They are used as
examples and suggestions for how to develop image-based spatial
terminologies within practice.
The two examples, make:shift 4 and Folkestonomy 5 , employ
different formats and methodologies of looking at, and registering
the spaces they are involved with. Both have a “pointing” and
“describing” side. In terms of “pointing”, the projects have initiated
public discursive platforms where the issue of spatial production
and art’s possible involvement is raised; through publications,
public debate, collective research and peer led exchange. The
“describing” part of each project uses visual representation of
the spatial information collected.
Their strength as projects is not to resolve the issues and
problems addressed in this text, but to explore and test forms of an
extended spatial representation and communication, with failures
and successes on their way.
3

Lefebvre, H., (1991), The Production of
Space; trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith.
Oxford, UK: Blackwell, p.52.

4
5

see page 52.
see page 58.
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make-shift is a feasibility study for the development of the studio
building and art programme of Bag Factory, an arts organisation in
Johannesburg which is linked to the Triangle Arts Trust network.
The Bag Factory is in the process of developing its studio
building and associated public programmes, such as education,
exhibition and training. So far the Bag Factory has been growing
and constituting itself rather organically, and the institutional and
organisational infrastructure is kept to a pragmatic minimum. The
upcoming development of the building suddenly meant a far more
formal and physical thinking than previously practiced.
We were invited as architects and designers to come up
with suggestions for how to restructure the existing physical
space of the Bag Factory. We started the project with an onsite public mapping process, with the intention to trace and map
the extended social and physical space of the organisation. We
asked all permanent users of the site to describe their way into
the organisation and their activities alongside, and to point at
important spaces and situations, both within and outside the
network. Each interview led to a hand-drawn timeline which was
split into spaces “within” and “outside”.6
Our mappings trace individual routes into and through the
associated networks of the organisation, in order to capture the
extended space of the organisation itself. Once the non-physical
but networked space became visible to ourselves and those
involved with the organisation, they also became a space to work
with, and to be included in the current spatial development plans
of the organisation. The studio building itself could now clearly be
understood as one space amongst many, and didn’t have to remain
the dominant aspect in the development discussion.
To give an example: the mapping showed that various artists
have been holding informal mentoring sessions with local students,
a tradition that started under the Apartheid system. Younger artists
would come from the nearby colleges for studio visits. This tradition
and its associated space (the artists studio) can be developed as
an informal educational and spatial programme without having to
provide a formalised education space.
The public mapping, followed by a public and participatory
design process, led to a long list of spatial and programmatic
proposals which reflected upon the overlaps that derived from
the mappings. They ranged in scale and practical ambition, and
were left up for discussion amongst those running and using the
organisation in regards to which ideas should be developed further.
6

See page 54–57.
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The success of the mapping was to be able to demonstrate —
through recogniceable experience (the storylines)- that a spatial
development of the organisation can reflect on the current strong
informal use of internal and external spaces, and doesn’t have to
import spatial typologies unsuitable to the dynamics and tradition
of the organisation. The format of the mapping allowed for a
shared recognition of the extended spatial side of the organisation,
and facilitated a thinking about space and its development that
was closer to the current experience and reality.
Folkestonomy is also a public and participatory tagging and
mapping project, but in its scope it addresses a larger scale and
public than make:shift. It takes a similar starting point, which is to
look closely at existing spaces of cultural activities and interests
in order to think and speculate a culture led regeneration that is
informed by what is currently going on.
Folkestonomy was developed for the first Sculpture Triennial
in Folkestone, and in regards to the town’s ambitions to regenerate
through cultural programmes. The triennial is an important part
of this ambition and the curatorial concept, developed by Andrea
Schlieker for the first three triennials, is to invite artists to develop
new work in response to the town. The first triennial with 22 new
commissions refer very specifically to existing sites and to spatial
and historical aspects of Folkestone. Many projects have been
developed and produced through the involvement of others, and
their specific knowledge of the issues suggested by the invited
artists.
Folkestonomy wants to capture existing everyday cultural
production and interests, and to link them with especially produced
cultural events (such as the triennial) or more general cultural
aspects of the town (such as its military history). The idea was
to have a participatory and dynamic mapping device to produce
a cultural map, which, similar to a weather map, refers to a
geographical location but is constantly influenced and shaped by
different forces and relationships.
The project uses a mobile mapping station which toured
public spaces throughout the duration of the first triennial. The
mapping language is pictogram-based and allows information to
be captured about the contributor and their cultural interests in
relation to geographical sites. Data was collected from producers
of the triennial, visitors and random passers-by.
The electronically stored data is used to produce a dynamic
set of online maps, which can be browsed through, i.e. each item
of a map links to all other maps with the same item. Items can be
Kathrin Böhm
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grouped, or searched by who has used them. This allows us to link
individual maps directly to collectively produced maps, and to see
individual interests within a wider public context.
Even though the current set of dynamic maps has its technical
and conceptual limitations, the project managed to generate a
debate about who is involved in the production of cultural space
and cultural regeneration. The visualised data helps to illustrate
the “multiplicity” of aspects that shape a cultural map and space,
and the need for keeping cultural regeneration open to such a
multiplicity in order to make it specific to Folkestone.

Who keeps building what?

The two project examples show that a visual representation of
complex socio-spatial realities makes it easier to think spatial
production as a collective and forming process. As maps they
aren’t abstract but refer to concrete relationships, which everybody
experiences, but hasn’t necessarily thought of as spatial. In
regards to a visual terminology, that can help to explore and show
the spatial production within relational art practice, the practice
examples suggest the following:
·
the necessity to include the different producers of cultural
space into the mapping and articulation of the space itself
·
the capacity to capture different sets of data in relation to
each other
·
the technical ability to produce a dynamic and evolving
overall map.

“A project can only be as good as its brief.”
Clare Cumberlidge from General Public Agency during the Rural Art
Space Symposium, Shrewsbury 17 January 2007.

The argument so far tries to demonstrate that relational art
practice is actively producing common and public spaces, which
are shaped by multiple aspects and contributors. The recognition
of such a spatial ability suggests a reassessment of the role and
possible contribution of artists towards conventional spatial design
or planning processes.
I want to look at current collaborative formats and examples
of public space design schemes where artists are involved, in order
to describe some of their conditions and limitations. The analysis
is aimed to underpin a call for new forms of collaborations,
which will allow for different forms of spatial production and
conceptualisation to become instrumental.
When Lucy Lippard argues that space isn’t just a neutral
container for practitioners to run a programme, but that space is an
instrument in itself 2 , she points at a weakness in current relational
practice, which underestimates the spatial radius and levels it
operates within.
The nature, outcomes and potential of current art and architecture
collaborations have been widely explored in recent years.
Literature ranges from more general surveys such as Jes Fernie’s
book Two minds, Artists and Architects in collaboration, to
publications that investigate different conceptual approaches and
their possible spatial and architectural relevance, such as Jane
Rendell’s Art and Architecture. Others are based on the ideas of a
manual and focus on the implementation and political context of
2
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Lippard, L., (1997), The Lure of the
Local: Senses of Place in a Multicultural
Society; New York, US: New Press.
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interdisciplinary practice such as Design and Landscape for People
edited by Clare Cumberlidge and Lucy Musgarve from General
Public Agency, or Urban Act published by atelier d’architecture
autogerée.
However varied the range and possibilities illustrated in those
books, in practice the current common format for artists to col
laborate within a design or planning context, is to include artists
in design teams which are modeled after architectural practices.
The language that promotes such collaborations suggests new
experimental opportunities, equal roles and often renders unrealis
tic outcomes. Still, the use of the model of a “design team”, and its
inherent but not transparent hierarchical implications, means that
the collaborative projects will follow and support conventions of
architecture.
As a practitioner involved in this cross-disciplinary field, I know
from my own and countless examples by others, that working in the
context of architecture and regeneration, can be a frustrating and
de-powering experience. Art commissions within public building or
regeneration schemes aren’t assigned the same status or budget
like the built components. Art is often invited in after the formal
framework for decision-making has been decided upon. It’s not
commonly assumed that art production can generate knowledge
and dynamics, which are directly applicable to urban planning and
design processes. In order to remain positive about the prospect
and possibilities, collaborative approaches often neglect and
underestimate the conceptual, historical and structural differences
between both fields of practice.
Historically relational practice has shifted away from a
focus on the traditional art media, towards a process-driven
understanding of practice and production, which can lead to a
broad range of outcomes. The debate engaged in articulating
and distinguishing contextual and socially engaged practices
has critically and constructively dealt with accusations of these
practices not being art but mutating into e.g. “social work”. Art
has since successfully emancipated itself from such labelling
and accusations, by critically assessing its remaining specificities
and particular methodologies against other forms of practice.
Even though current architectural practice spans a
wider range of possible outcomes, the main focus remains on
architecture as a built form. Within an architectural context, be it
debate, teaching or design, this emancipation from the conventions
of medium focused production, which art has achieved, doesn’t
seem to have taken place yet.
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Doina Petrescu, in her critique of current architectural practice
points exactly to this medium-specific aspect, which makes it
difficult to acknowledge other formats of spatial production than
the physical. In order to overcome this limitation, she refers to
the term “stealth”, which initially has been used in conjunction with
art. Stealth art is considering art in terms of its specific means,
its tools and its competence, rather than its specific ends as
artworks. Within these practices, art remains free to deploy all
its symbolic force in lending enhanced visibility and legibility to
social processes of all kinds. Doina’s subsequent suggestion is a
possible ‘stealth architecture’. An architecture which would deal
with architecture-related activities, rather than architecture-specific
ones, which would consider architecture in terms of its specific
means (tools, competences, processes), rather than its specific
ends (constructions and buildings). 3
Current inter-disciplinary differences don’t mean that there
aren’t interesting, prototypical and successful collaborations
taking place between artists and architects. Artists are successful
ly involved in at least some of the stages of conventional architec
tural production, mainly within the early phases of mapping, brief
making, cultural planning strategies and public participation
and consultation. The case studies which became relevant to the
development of concerns and arguments for this text act on
different levels of planning and building.
As part of her ten year long involvement as a cultural adviser
and planner for a neighbourhood renewal scheme in Vlaardingen,
NL, Jeanne van Heeswijk describes her intention as “guiding
a process of change” which is fundamentally different to the
principles of urban planning where changes are being decided
upon. Kerstin Bergendal is curating a series of interdisciplinary
commissions which involve artists and planning professionals for
Kunstplan Trekroner. She describes the negotiation of the contracts
between the different professions involved as one of the most
important aspects of her work. Visionary Thurrock by General
Public Agency delivers a methodology and concrete proposal for
how to generate a cultural brief for an area in planning, which is
directly informed from a range of field research, cross-cultural
debate and developing actual proposals. Creative Egremont by
Grizedale Arts is a public art strategy for a small town, and delivers
prototypes of cultural projects which come from within local
culture, and test ideas for further planning.
3

Doina Petrescu in www.peprav.net/
tool/spip.php?article31.
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Using very different approaches and methodologies, all projects
aim to integrate the dynamics and potential of culturally driven
participatory projects within the simultaneously developing reality
of top-down urban planning. What they have in common is that
they address and work with a very clear sense of locality. They
all explore internal and external resources in order to develop
and establish complex models of cultural production and spatial
development. They all use active practice and the realisation of
projects in order to claim space and influence, to present and
test spatial and programmatic ideas, and to contribute through
action to public projects in the making.
Contextual and socially engaged forms of art practice
work with and through informal relationships and settings during
projects. They constitute important parts of the process and are
an integral part of the decision making about parts and/or the
whole of the project.
My critique doesn’t apply to the practices in specific, but
to the framework of implementation in general. To the fact that
the projects have to manifest themselves in relation and within
the frameworks of conventional architectural production, and are
assessed in regards to how they contribute to officially required
procurements and agendas. 4
Speculating non-plan collaborations
Current formats of collaborations between art and architecture
might have exploited the possibilities for alternative procedures
within the given limitations. This doesn’t devaluate any of the
projects and their lasting relevance. It means that further
collaborations might want to fundamentally question modes of
current spatial production, spatial conceptualisation and the
question of who is building what. In order to progress with a
concept of spatial production that can recognise and incorporate
the spatial production through relational practice. The fact that
the spatial concepts and typologies explored through art don’t
fit existing preconceptions of architecture shouldn’t matter.
When in 1969, the UK based architects Cedric Price, Paul
Barker, Peter Hall and Reyner Banham demanded a Non-Plan:
4

Architectural practice is historically
more formalised. The role of ideas
and intentions that stem from
more informal and non-procedural
processes have to be negotiated and
argued versus formal and formalised
structures.
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an Experiment for Freedom, their radical suggestion pointed as
much to the limitations of existing design practice, as it demanded
a fundamentally different approach towards architecture and
planning. 5
We need a non-plan collaboration scenario to create a space
for experiment where roles, capacities, values and forms of out
come are up for discussion and allowed to be rearranged, reviewed
and reshaped. “In architecture, to position a building as a “meth
odology” rather than an end result of the method or process that
makes the building, is a radical position.” 6
However, for relational practices to be acknowledged in their space
making capacity within public space design scenarios, we need
models of collaboration, where all partners involved recognise the
necessity to review their interest in spatial production and concep
tualisations of space.
“Although it sounds very obvious to say, a collaboration is
about difference, otherwise why bother? Acknowledging dif
ference opens up a space to recognize what you don’t know,
what you do know and what you didn’t know you knew.” 7
On the one hand this is a political discussion that demands a nonauthoritarian, inclusive and multi-disciplinary form of planning. On
the other hand it is a practice oriented discussion, to identify new
tools, methods and forms of public space design. A new format of
collaboration doesn’t need to provide solutions, but infrastructure
and processes, and become a spatial facility in itself.
Artists would need to consider the spaces they engage with
and those which they aim to create in more spatial, and ultimately
architectural terms. The same would be the case for users of public
space, casually or actively involved in its development. Architects,
planners, engineers and designers would need to let go of the built
form as the defining medium, and acknowledge the architectural
significance of spaces that are constantly being produced by
others from outside their field of profession. Agents, clients and
5

Non-Plan: an Experiment for Freedom,
was an anti-planning polemic, which
suggested carrying out a Non-Plan
test in four districts in the English
countryside, where architecture and
forms of living could be developed
without the controlling forces of plan
ning rules. And as Paul Barker
phrases it: “Our essential point was

6
7

that you should think always very hard
before telling other people how they
ought to live.”
Jane Rendell p.161.
Shonfield, K., (2001), The Lived and
the Built, in Ainley, R., Ed., This Is What
We Do: A Muf Manual; London (UK):
Ellipsis, p.29.
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commissioners for the public realm would have to facilitate such
an open field for experiment.
This is not to discourage collaborations, but to demand more
space for experiment in spatial production and already set to keep
the brief open — for both sides.

Sulteje. In practice the shop is a series of temporary and permanent
(from one hour to several years) trading structures, which offer pro
duce generated from and through the different networks involved.
It is a tool and platform to informally trade produce with
strong local links between rural networks. It involves producers and
consumers in a trans-local exchange of local cultural knowledge.

Spatial precedents
Instead of speculating on what those new and more hybrid forms
of spatial production could be, I am going to go back to existing
relational practice and look at spatial typologies that are being
produced and set already precedents. Descriptions of spatial events
like “floating debates” or “rooftop dialogues” suggest spatial typolo
gies that could be explored and applied further. It should be of inter
est to look at “models of action within the real” and their potential
and meaning within our existing built environment.
Bourriaud suggests that relational art produces real social and spatial
models “(…) the role of artworks is no longer to inform imaginary and
utopian realities, but to actually be ways of living and models of ac
tion within the existing real, whatever the scale chosen by the artist.” 8
Later on in the chapter on operational realism, Bourriaud points
again to the factual role of relational practices, which leaves the
concept of representation behind in favour of the art work to be “a
functional model and not a maquette.” 9
I am going to describe an arts initiative that is driven by relational
practices, to explain this idea further. The International Village Shop 10
is a shared informal and ongoing initiative by a number of arts
organisations and groups, which currently include Grizedale Arts,
myvillages.org, public works and somewhere. Each group has been
involved with issues of and projects on local resource and produc
tion, cross-cultural collaborations, forms of informal trade and translocal exchange, often acting within a rural context or setting. The
International Village Shop is informed by a number of intentions and
ambitions, corresponding and colliding ones.
The shop doesn’t have one shop front but multiple ones, it
doesn’t even have one name but many. I call it International Village
Shop, it is also called Honesty Box, Honesty Table, Village Kiosk and
Bourriaud, N., (2002), Relational
Aesthetics; Dijon, France: Les presses
du réel, p.13.
Bourriaud, N., (2002), Relational
Aesthetics, Dijon, France: Les presses
du réel, p.112.
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10

See page 64.

The shop initiative is a precedent for a rural art space. It is real and
specific enough to allow for a detailed description of its physical
and non-physical elements. Within a wider debate of cultural
regeneration and rural regeneration the International Village Shop
suggests a new typology cultural space for a rural context. It
distinguishes itself from familiar cultural space typologies, such as
a gallery or a cultural centre, which have been developed in and
for urban settings. The principles for the International Village Shop
are directly informed by relational practice and existing cultural
production. The narrative, network and spatial reality of the shop
includes the production of stock, the setting up of trade and the
distribution of produce. As a form the shop develops continuously
through the multiple shop keepers, shop users and those who
provide the stock for the shop. The few rules are: everybody can
set up a shop wherever they want. The shop is always local.
It’s a village I’ve never been to before. Wjelsryp somewhere
in the north of Friesland in The Netherlands. The reasons
for being here are many, but I spend most of my time at
my friend’s sister’s farm, watching horses on the icy fields,
eating chocoloate chips on toast and admiring the latest
addition to the shop. A corner shelf in the waiting room of
the veterinary’s practice. It’s not an expansive shop, but a
small opportunity to look at things from elsewhere — and
eventually buy them — whilst waiting. A white porcelain spoon
is for offer. It is a mix between a knife and a spoon. And the
bottom of the spoon caries a stamp in the shape of a frog
foot? It is to print frog footprints into butter. Like the one
that fell into a pot of butter and had to swim until the cream
turned into butter and it could jump away… They’re called
“the frogs” in Höfen, another village in Southern Germany.
And the spoon is on sale at the annual village fete, on a table
covered in freshly ironed linen cloths, next to homemade jam,
juice, fresh grapes and dracula capes. The spoon is a popular
product, and as it turns out, later ends up on the dining table
of the local pharmacist for special occasions, or stuck in a
flower pot on someone’s window sill, but mostly kept as a
Kathrin Böhm
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memory of the place and a story that everyone knows. The
japanese home-grown rice is not for sale. It’s the last pack
from an honesty stall in the village of Kobe, which also has
an online version with pay pal function. The honesty box at
Lawson Park in the English Lake District has simply a glass
jar with a slit. A CD with songs from Kobe, recorded in the
village hall there, is for sale. So is the last cabbage from
the garden next to the box. It’s a cold December day and
only a handful of mountain bikers in neon outfits stop to see
what’s on offer. They don’t buy the ceramic pots with painted
animals which are constantly sold out at the honesty box in
Shoreditch. And Peter in Ambleside, who paints the pots finds
it all rather hilarious. A jar of jam gets broken between shops.
The visitors to the shop in Höfen compare their horse milking
techniques with those in Friesland. The local newspaper
reports about sandals made from old kimonos, and some
American friends of someone who visits the village for the
day are amazed by all the English speaking that is going on.
The opening hours are extended by a day. I am travelling to
a small village in northern Germany tomorrow, to talk about
ideas for a joint shop with Kadice in Poland.
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If you can’t find it, give us a ring

A summer pavilion

What
A list of maps to trace the different spatial aspects involved in, and
generated through Park Products. Park Products was a 1.5 year long
participatory art project for Kensington Gardens in London, commissioned
by the Serpentine Gallery. The original mapping consists of a list of
image/text collages, which are based on interviews with participants,
collaborators and commissioners of the initial project. The maps have
later been published as part of a publication called If you can’t find it,
give us a ring.
Commissioner
Ixia, as part of the New Thinking in Public Art book series, published by
ARTicle Press
When
2006
Who
Kathrin Böhm and Andreas Lang from public works
The principle of Park Products is based on the idea of an informal
economy as a generator for a new social space within the park. The
project links individuals who work in Kensington Gardens and those
who use the park for leisure, with product design professionals from the
neighbouring Royal College of Art. The idea was to create a new range
of products, which make use of the park as a natural, cultural and social
resource. The final 11 products reveal less obvious layers of the park, and
were on offer to the general public. The trade took place from a mobile
market stall roaming through Kensington Gardens. The trade was nonmonetary based and each product had its own bartering currency.
If you can’t find it, give us a ring is a reoccurring quote from
throughout the project. The maps refer to the many spaces which are
part of the overall project. The Park Products space has its own particular
social and physical qualities, and consists of spaces that have been
opened up, the adaptation and temporary use of existing spaces and
those which have been generated through the project itself. They range
from hidden garden sheds in the park, to tucked away offices in nearby
institutions, private flats, spaces at the Serpentine Gallery, the market
stall, production spaces for the products, etc.
The maps render Park Products as a spatial reality, which exists but
remains largely invisible for those who haven’t been involved.
If you can’t find it, give us a ring also points to the project as a spatial and
architectural construction.
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The launch of Park Products on 28th July 2004 took place on the lawn in front
of the Serpentine Gallery, the site normally dedicated to the Summer Pavilion
scheme. Park Products is a form of summer pavilion, offering an informal public
space in the park.
public works
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A design studio

A production space

The gardener’s canteen was used for brainstorm and design sessions.

The heavy machinery at the Magazine Yard was used to compress royal organic
compost from the near-by leaf yard into chocolate-shape molds.
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A squirrel fun park

A market place

An area dedicated to squirrels planting seeds, near Kensigton Palace.

Barter based trading from a mobile stall, open 10am–6pm during August and
September 2004.
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A viewing platform

A roaming extension

A landing on the 7th floor of the Royal College, from where the whole of
Kensington Gardens can be seen.

Visiting and roaming places near the Serpentine Gallery for 18 months,
extending a space for cultural exchange, production and display.
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make:shift
What
A design feasibility study to support the development of the Bag Factory,
a Johannesburg based artist studio complex, which is part of the Triangle
Arts Trust. Hand drawn storylines, based on interviews with users of the
space, show the extended social and physical space of the organisation,
and open up ideas for physical and programmatic development.
Commissioner
Triangle Arts Trust, London together with the Bag Factory, Johannesburg
When
Augustus – November 2005
Who
Kathrin Böhm and Andreas Lang from public works, together with Ottilie
Ventiroso (on-site studio) and 26’ 10 South Architects (follow up phase)
The Triangle Arts Trust, established in 1982, is organised as a growing
network of artists, visual art organisations, and artists-led workshops
across six continents. In some places the trust has permanent buildings
for artist studios and workshop facilities. The Bag Factory is one of those
buildings. It is situated in a rapidly changing neighbourghood of Newtown
in central Johannesburg, and the organisation is in the process of
developing both their building and public programme.
make:shift took place as an on-site public design studio for four
weeks, followed by further public events and propositional reports. The
on-site work started with an extensive mapping of the current building,
its programme and use. We led interviews with all users to find out
how each person got involved with the organisation. The resulting hand
drawn story-lines trace the important spaces and moments involved.
The drawings reflect strongly on the informal nature and tradition of the
organisation, which is only partially defined and hosted by its buildings.
The drawings allowed us to understand the organisation and its building
as a spatial structure which extended far beyond its physical boundaries.
The visualisation of this extended space was used as a methodology in
order to inform the development debate, and as an instrument in order to
construct new spatial proposals.
The project also facilitated collective and one-to-one brainstorm
session for ideas and suggestions for future changes and developments.
All the material was made public throughout the process and culminated
in a final exhibition, which also included 1:1 mock ups of some of the
suggestions.
The public mapping and design studio at the Bag Factory, using the main entrance
area and the pavement. The drawing shows the ad hoc pictogram based language
that was used for the mapping.
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The hand drawn storylines are based on interviews with artists and staff based
at the Bag Factory studios. They illustrate the stories of individuals and their
involvement with the Triangle Arts Trust and the Bag Factory. The space above the
timeline shows events and spaces that are important, but took place elsewhere
within the extended network of the organisation. The spaces and events below the
timeline are directly linked to the Bag Factory building.
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Folkestonomy
What
Folkestonomy is a discursive platform and participatory mapping tool, to
look at existing cultural spaces and connections, and to address what
culture-led regeneration in Folkestone could mean. The project combines
a mobile mapping station, an online data-base with the visual representa
tion of the mapping data, and ongoing public discussions. Each element
acts on different scales, from the one-to-one, to public local events and
the urban scale.
Commissioner
Curator Andrea Schlieker for the Folkestone Triennial 2008
When
Phase 1: on site-mapping, June to September 2009
Phase 2: evaluation and future proposals, ongoing
Who
Kathrin Böhm and Andreas Lang from public works, together with Dorian
Moore (software and web design)
Folkestonomy is a public mapping project to address and capture exist
ing cultural spaces and activities of Folkestone, a town undergoing an
extensive culture-led regeneration programme. The project has an on-site
and on-line element, both using a pictogram based mapping language to
visualise relationships between activities/interests and places.
The mobile mapping station travelled across public spaces in Folke
stone and was used by passers-by as well as visitors to the triennial. The
invitation was to capture someone’s specific link or interest with Folke
stone, and to identify it with locations. Participants were offered the use of
a set of pictograms which represent the different subjects and sites, in or
der to tell their story. The chosen pictograms are arranged into storylines
by each person, and captured online. Additional subjects and sites could
be added throughout the project.
The data is used to create a dynamic set of interrelated maps, which
can be filtered by different criteria. The maps are constantly generated
from the data available to date, and the on-line version is open to the
general public. The mapping demonstrates how links that can be made
between cultural interests by individuals, start to shape a broader cultural
and collective map. The project can be used to inform further thinking and
planning in regards to culture led regeneration.

View of Folkestone with the Folkestonomy mobile parked in the harbour.

A diagram showing the different steps of the Folkestonomy mapping process.

Weblink: www.folkestonomy.net
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The Folkestonomy mapping station was touring several public sites in Folkestone.
Passers-by and visitors are invited to select those pictograms which describe a
particular link they have to Folkestone. The electronically tagged pictograms are
then plugged into the TAG signs and downloaded to an online data-base.

Nicholette Goff passed the Folkestonomy mobile by incident on her shopping route
along the high street. The storyline she constructed with the pictograms is shown
online, both on a map and as a list of subjects. The map shows where she is from
in Folkestone and her involvement with the triennial. She happens to be one of the
amateur performers who are part of Jeremy Deller’s piece Risk Assessment. Each
icon on the map can be clicked to get to another map.
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Clicking on Jeremy Deller’s commission icon, the map shows information about the
commission, links to co-producers and references to specific subjects and sites.

Clicking on the Regeneration icon, the map shows all other entries and
sites that have been associated with regeneration.

Clicking on the Seaside Fun icon, the map shows all other entries that have been
associated with seaside fun.

Clicking on the Tagged by icon, the map shows the names of all individuals
who have selected regeneration as an issue. Clicking on one of the name icons will
show someone’s map, their photo and the selected pictograms.
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Village Produce Films
What
The films are short documentaries about the background of products,
which are on offer at the International Village Shop. The shop is an
ongoing collective initiative by myvillages.org, public works, Grizedale Arts
and somewhere, to create temporary and permanent trading platforms
for the exchange of local produce across a network of rural and urban
spaces.
Commissioner
Grizedale Arts for the A Foundation
When
2008, ongoing
Who
Kathrin Böhm from myvillages.org/public works, Wapke Feenstra from
myvillages.org and Michael Smythe
The International Village Shop doesn’t exist as a single shop, but through
the ongoing set up of temporary and semi-permanent trading platforms by
the different groups involved. Settings include the Honesty Box at Lawson
Park, an annual stall at a village fete in Höfen, a one-hour shop as part of
a presentation in San Francisco, a shelf in a waiting room in a veterinary
practice in Friesland, etc.
The products for the shop come from a wide range of sources
and contributors, and are linked to the places where the shop takes
place. They have a strong local narrative and identity, and are mostly
developed collaboratively. The shop trades the products across cultural
and language borders. The intention of the films is to communicate the
particularities of each product and its production. The films are 4-6
minutes long and focus on “handling” as a form of explaining. Each film
starts with a brief visual introduction to the geographical place. It then
follows the producers and their everyday routines and activities that
inform the products.
The collection of films shows the multiple places and individuals
involved in the overall project. The different scales of the International
Village Shop, from international links, to the individual village, to private
production sites are captured in the films. The films are shown during shop
settings, and explain the extended network of producers and production
sites that make the International Village Shop.
The shop, the making of new produce and the films are all ongoing.
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Annemarie Lean-Vercoe filming Gabriele Müller, Rosa Leimbach and
Resi Derra during the production of the Butterspoon handling film.

public works
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Butterspoon
Made by the Höfer
Frauen (Höfen,
Upper Frankonia,
Ger) together with
myvillages.org, product
designer Angelika
Seeschaf (London, UK)
and porcelain designer
Manfred Frey (Bad
Staffelstein, Ger)

Ingrid Müller making
butter from milk from
her own cows.

Manager of a supermarket
in Friesland, which also
sells the horsemilk,
speculating on what the
spoon might be for.

Titchy Kitchy House
Made by Nina Pope
(London, UK) and
Karen Guthrie from
somewhere (Lawson
Park, Cumbria, UK)

A miniature version
of Lawson Park being
produced at Lillliput
Lane workshops in
Cumbria, UK.

Mr. Frey placing a house
in the nativity scene at
his home in Rattelsdorf
(Upper Frankonia,
Germany).

The stills are taken from the Village Produce Films online. The left side shows
someone who has been involved in the making of the product, and the right
image shows someone using it somewhere else in the network. Weblink:
http://toadball.tv/works/village.produce.films
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Horsemilk
Produced by Maaike
Feenstra, Wjelsryp,
Friesland, NL

Arie van Dam milking
horses for the production
of horse-milk powder,
soap and shampoo.

Lelia and Roy Simpson
looking at horsemilk
shampoo at Lawson
Park’s Honesty Box,
Cumbria, UK.

Peter’s Pots
Made by Adam
Sutherland at Lawson
Park and painted
by Peter Hodgson
in Ambleside (both
Cumbria, UK)

Peter Hodgson painting
the pots at his shop.
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Resi Derra using it as a
flower pot in her front
room (Höfen, Upper
Frankonia, Germany).

public works
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